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Is the military industrial complex insane enough to incinerate
Earth’s  last  remaining  forests  in  order  to  achieve  the
objectives of the global controllers? The short answer is yes.
A  formerly  classified  US  military  document  titled  “Forest
Fire As A Military Weapon” is a truly shocking exposé of
planned  scorched  Earth  destruction.  The  US  Forest  Service
actually participated in the research and planning that went
into  this  military  instruction  manual  for  carrying
out  orchestrated  forest  fire  catastrophes.  What  part
have climate intervention operations played in the preparation
of forests for extreme and unprecedented incineration all over
the  world?  The  short  video  report  below  reveals  the
shocking degree of research that the US military and the US
Forest Service has put into preparing forests for extreme
incineration.

[Video  also  available  at  Dane  Wigington  YouTube  channel.
Mirrored at TCTL Odysee, Brighteon & BitChute channels.]

View PDF of (formerly classified)  US military document
“Forest Fire As A Military Weapon”

The climate engineering atrocities are a primary factor in the
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equation of exponentially increasing forest fires and fire
intensity.

Geoengineering operations are completely disrupting the global
hydrological  cycle,  drying  out  forests  and  driving  record
wildfires around the world. Climate engineering is fueling
global incineration.



All are needed in the critical battle to wake populations to
what is coming, we must make every day count. Share credible
data from a credible source, make your voice heard. Awareness
raising  efforts  can  be  carried  out  from  your  own  home
computer.
DW

Must  view,  THE  DIMMING,  our  most  comprehensive  climate
engineering documentary:
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